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Abstract
The paper explores the major areas of economic relations between Bangladesh
and Myanmar. Together with emphasizing on the changing dynamics, it examines
the prospects of broader economic cooperation between the two neighbours. Given
the foremost debated matters, the study mentions the core challenges on bilateral
economic relations and, at the end, concludes with policy recommendations
towards developing new opportunities and minimizing the existing challenges.
Introduction
Bangladesh and Myanmar, two close neighbours, have geographic and
cultural linkages historically. These two bordering countries, located in separate
geopolitical regions, have huge possibilities in developing their bilateral
economic relations. At the initial phase of their statehood, both countries took
numerous initiatives to improve their relations. Nevertheless, Myanmar’s long
run military rules, restrictive economic policy, exodus of Rohingya refugees
from Myanmar to Bangladesh, and illegal drug smuggling troubled entire range
of cooperation. Subsequent to these challenges, Bangladesh and Myanmar have
started negotiation process on key dubious issues. The economic rationales over
political tensions in Bangladesh-Myanmar relations prevail with new prospects
and opportunities. Both countries have undertaken some constructive steps to
rebuild their economic relations with a view to achieving economic benefits for
both countries largely from bilateral trade and investment, energy cooperation,
maritime trade, and regional connectivity.
Against this backdrop, the objective of the study is to assess the historical
trends of Bangladesh-Myanmar economic relations. It examines the panoramas
of rebuilding bilateral economic relations soon after Myanmar’s political and
economic reforms as well as the peaceful settlement of maritime disputes
between these two countries. Along with the analysis about the key challenges
of bilateral economic relations, the paper aims to provide a bunch of policy
imperatives at the concluding remarks.
Background of Bangladesh-Myanmar Economic Relations
Since the first partition of Indian sub-continent in 1947, political and
economic relations between the then East Pakistan 1 and Burma 2 were good.
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After the independence of Bangladesh, bilateral relations between Bangladesh
and Myanmar had come through different trends and dimensions. The two
countries started official relations on January 13, 1972. 3 They signed several
agreements on trade and business i.e. general trade agreement on August 03,
1973; border agreement in 1980 and demarcation of land section of Naaf River
in 1988; and Memorandum of Understandings (MOUs) on economic
cooperation in 1989. The two countries later initiated formal trade relations on
September 05, 1995. Therefore, to increase demand for Bangladeshi products in
Myanmar, Bangladesh opened trade exhibitions from 1995 to 1996 in Yangon,
former capital of Myanmar. 4 However, that pleasant bilateral economic
relations did not last for long, rather was soon interrupted mainly by Myanmar’s
long term authoritarian rule and isolationist economic policy. Furthermore,
unresolved Rohingya crisis between Bangladesh and Myanmar, lack of bilateral
connectivity, border tension, illegal drugs and arms smuggling in border areas,
maritime boundary dispute, and alleged cross border movement of insurgents
hampered their bilateral economic relations. 5
In the twenty-first century, Bangladesh-Myanmar relations are expected to
move towards greater economic cooperation facilitated by two significant
factors. First, the victory of Myanmar’s pro-democratic leader, Aung San Suu
Kyi, in 2011 has considerably brought new dimensions in Bangladesh-Myanmar
economic relations. Before that, Myanmar had directly been ruled by military
governments from 1962 to 2011. Military coup in 1962 under General Ne Win’s
government imposed closed door and self-imposed economic policy under
which the country remained economically isolated from rest of the world.
Socialist economic system further widened the country’s trade gap with her
neighbours. As a result, foreign trade was only limited to Myanmar’s export
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from 1962 to 1988. 6 However, Myanmar’s economic and political transitions
have expanded its trade relations with outside world. The United States has
eased restrictions on investment and opened trade with Myanmar. Japan, China,
India, and even the European Union are also interested to boost economic
relations with the country. This transition also amplifies the prospects of new
trends in Bangladesh-Myanmar economic relations.
Second, the peaceful settlement of Bangladesh-Myanmar maritime dispute
in the Bay of Bengal in 2012 has initiated new dimension in their bilateral
economic relations. Since the last four decades, Bangladesh and Myanmar had
been failed to come into a peaceful negotiation on maritime demarcation.
Though Bangladesh started dialogue with Myanmar from 1974, it did not
succeed due to Myanmar’s reluctance for bilateral solution of the dispute. 7
Nevertheless, between 1974 and 1986, a series of eight rounds of bilateral
negotiations was held to delimit territorial water, exclusive economic zone
(EEZ), and continental shelf. The second period of six rounds of negotiations
had taken place since 2008 to 2010. The negotiation process was once more
failed for Myanmar’s denial to the existence of any formal agreement with
Bangladesh on maritime delimitation. 8 After these failed bilateral attempts, the
government of Bangladesh presented the issue in the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) on December 13, 2009 for the
peaceful resolution of the dispute. Subsequent to these initiatives, the Hamburgbased International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS) declared a
judgment on the demarcation of maritime boundary between Bangladesh and
Myanmar on March 14, 2012. 9
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